Abstract. The positive relation of returns with Book-to-Market ratio (BE/ME) and their negative relation with Market Value (MVE) remains strong under a general stochastic discount function (SDF) that does not depend on a specific asset pricing model and avoids potentially serious simultaneity biases inherent in the Fama and French three-factor model. However, we find that SDFs that include the equivalent of the HML portfolio do not span all asset sub-spaces, even with additional conditioning information. Finally, macro and financial variables we introduce to the pricing functions do not offer an alternative explanation of the BE/ME effect. JEL classification codes: G10, G12, G15, G30.
Introduction
Several papers show that, in the U.S. as well as internationally, stock returns are correlated with the lagged values of their Book-Value to Market-Value ratio (BE/ME) and their market value (MVE), and that average returns are greater the higher the BE/ME or the smaller the MVE.
1 These phenomena are referred to as 1 See Banz (1981) , Basu (1983) , Keim (1983) for the MVE (Size) effect, and Stattman (1980) , Fama and French (1992) , and more recently Daniel and Tittman (1997) for the BE/ME effect. A related but less pronounced empirical regularity exists between a firm's earnings-price, E/P ratio and expected returns. Basu (1977 Basu ( , 1983 and Reinganum (1981) document that firms with high E/P ratios have higher average returns than those with low E/P ratios. Internationally, Capaul et al. (1993) find a significant "value-growth factor" when they compare the risk-adjusted rates of return from indices composed of value and growth stocks in all five international markets they study (France, Germany, Switzerland, U.K., and Japan). find a strong relation between BE/ME and average returns in Japan, using a SUR procedure. More recent papers by Fama and French (1998) , Heston et al. (1999) , and Rouwenhorst (1999) extend these early findings. They find cross sectional evidence of the BE/ME and MVE effects within several international markets.
Section 5 offers concluding comments. The appendices contain some technical information.
Data
The firm level equity market data are from COMPUSTAT Global Vantage, compiled by Standard and Poor's Inc. 6 Data for stock indices, other financial variables, and the macro variables, are obtained from DataStream.
The rest of this section outlines in more detail the data used, the selection of the sample, the portfolio formation process, and the construction of the BE/ME and MVE variables. We discuss the particulars of the macro and other financial variables when they are introduced into our analysis.
EQUITY MARKET DATA
The COMPUSTAT database lists firms that, (i) are included in the MSCI World Index, (ii) are included in the MSCI country indices, (iii) are included in the major stock exchange indices of the countries, or, (iv) five or more analysts report on the firm. COMPUSTAT also reports that some shares are included because of direct client requests. For the U.S., the database includes all the NYSE and AMEX stocks, and some of the largest companies in the NASDAQ. This indicates that international COMPUSTAT carries only relatively large firms. Since 1991, firms that have stopped trading, for whatever reason, are retained in the database.
There are potential survivorship biases in the COMPUSTAT data that can erroneously lead to finding a BE/ME effect. Survivorship has been extensively studied in the U.S. data. Kothari et al. (1995) and Breen and Korajczyk (1993) find that if survivorship bias exists, it is more likely to be found among the smallest firms, most of which are listed on the NASDAQ. The international COMPUSTAT dataset is less likely to have survivorship bias problems, because it contains relatively large firms. Thus, it is unlikely that our results are influenced by survivorship bias.
We construct well-diversified portfolios for each country in order to reduce random noise in the returns. Based on the literature and the number of stocks traded in the various national markets, we form 7 portfolios for tests that involve one-way sorts, and 9 (3 × 3) portfolios for tests that involve two-way sorts.
7 Therefore, we consider only countries that list a substantial number of stocks. Of the 62 countries represented in COMPUSTAT, only 7 meet this criterion: Australia (AUS), Canada (CAN), Germany (DEU), France (FRA), the U.K. (GBR), Japan (JPN), and the U.S. (USA). Together these countries account for over 80% of the 7,623 firms included in the dataset. Among these, Germany lists the smallest number of stocks, 167. 8 We use only the common stock of publicly traded non-financial firms that report accounting figures in the same currency as the nationality of their exchange. 9 Our dataset contains monthly data from January 1982 through October 1994 for the U.S. and Canada, and December 1985 through October 1994 for Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, and the U.K. We exclude October 1987 from all estimation because of the unusual and extreme character of the events related to Black Monday.
The MSCI world index is used to proxy for the world market portfolio.
PORTFOLIO FORMATION
Equally-weighted portfolios for each country are formed at the end of each October of year t by sorting stocks by Market Value of Equity (MVE) and Book-to-Market Equity (BE/ME) separately (for one-way sorts), and by sorting first by MVE and then by BE/ME for two-way sorts. For the MVE sorting, the Market Value of Equity for each stock is the product of the year t October price and the last reported number of shares outstanding.
For the BE/ME sorts, the Book Value (BE) is from the balance sheet reported no later than the end of April of year t. It includes shareholders' equity plus balance sheet deferred taxes (for Japan deferred taxes are zero). 10 Book Value is net of goodwill (for Canada, Japan, and U.S. goodwill is zero). For these sorts, the Market Equity (ME) is the end of April price (of year t) times the number of shares last reported.
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Portfolios are formed once a year, starting in November of year t. To be included in a year t portfolio, firms must have reported an April market value, an April or earlier book value, an October market value, and prices for at least 11 of the 12 8 Of the base set of 7,623 firms from 48 countries, a total of 6,401 firms from 7 countries satisfy our criteria, that each firm reports at least 2 prices, 1 shares outstanding figure, and 1 book value for the entire period. The proportion of the selected firms to total firms by country is: USA-42%, JPN-14%, GBR-13%, CAN-6%, AUS-3%, FRA-3%, DEU-2%. 9 No preferred stock or identifiable issues of subsidiaries are considered. There are a total of 41 firms that have accounting and market information in two different currencies. This occurs mostly with firms incorporated in New Zealand that trade in Australia and Irish firms that trade in the UK. These firms are excluded from the portfolios. In general, cross-listing of the same firm on two national exchanges is not an issue in this dataset. This is because market information is linked with accounting data, and COMPUSTAT reports consolidated balance sheets in the country of incorporation.
10 These definitions are consistent with Fama and French (1992) . 11 A consequence of these conventions is that, for sorting purposes, MVE = ME. Share splits are accounted for in the data.
following months.
12 Firms that report negative Book Value are excluded from that year's BE/ME but not the MVE portfolios.
The April deadline for accounting data attempts to minimize look-ahead bias by allowing at least six months to elapse between the time accounting data are recorded and when they are known to the market. 13 Firms included in any year's portfolios must also have balance sheet data reported as of April of year t. If that is not available, it is taken from the prior year.
14 We construct time series for (BE/ME) i,t and (MVE) i,t for each portfolio (i = 1 to 7 [9]). The (BE/ME) i,t variable for the ith portfolio is the average of the BE/MEs of the stocks included in each portfolio. We use the latest April Book Value (the same value used for the portfolio selection process, BE) but the market value is updated monthly, using the current price and the October number of shares outstanding. The (MVE) i,t variable for each portfolio is the sum of the market values at t of the stocks included in each portfolio, normalized by last month's market value of all stocks. We normalize this variable to avoid using a nonstationary variable as an instrument; this normalization preserves the ordering of the BE/ME portfolios.
Finally, we follow Fama and French (1998) to construct the international HML portfolio. We use 30% of the highest BE/ME stocks from each country for the "Hi" portfolio and 30% of the lowest BE/ME stocks from each country for the "Lo" portfolio. Then we subtract the returns of Hi from Lo. All returns are first converted to US$s and all portfolios are equally weighted.
Summary Statistics and Replication of Existing Results
Average portfolio returns increase as BE/ME increases or MVE decreases, for all our countries; the BE/ME effect seems stronger than the MVE effect. Furthermore, the CAPM "beta" does not appear to account for cross sectional differences in average returns. Jensen's alpha (excess return) tests that are based on the CAPM confirm formally the conclusions from the descriptive statistics. Finally we replicate the Fama and French tests with the international HML portfolio and confirm that their results hold in our data as well. Adding the international HML portfolio 12 Firms that fail to meet the October portfolio criteria are only excluded for that year's portfolios. If there is a missing price (maximum of 1), the missing return is replaced by the prior year's average return for the firm; and if that is unavailable, the firm is excluded. Firms that are delisted in the postformation period are not subject to the eleven of the twelve month criterion; instead the final price or the final distribution is used. After such a delisting, the affected portfolio is re-weighted to reflect the increased investment to other firms within the portfolio.
13 This is consistent with FF (1992). Financial reports of U.S. firms often are not available to the public until four months after fiscal year-end. The fiscal year in Japan is in March for most firms and accounting information is promptly reported (Chan and Lakonishok, 1991) . Thus, the six month reporting lag is conservative for the countries that are analyzed.
14 The maximum reporting lag is 2.5 years for firms with fiscal years ending in May for which data are missing for the prior year but have earlier data.
to an international CAPM model significantly improves the cross-sectional fit of average returns, and makes Jensen's alphas statistically insignificant.
The results in this section are fully consistent with those in the literature, even though we use a somewhat different dataset. Therefore the results of our new tests are unlikely to be dataset-dependent. Table I , Panel A shows statistics for the portfolios sorted on BE/ME, while Panel B shows the same statistics for the portfolios sorted on MVE. All the returns are annualized.
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
For the BE/ME-sorted portfolios there is a wide range of BE/ME ratios for each country. The range across the countries is similar; Canada, Germany and the U.K. have the widest range and Japan has the narrowest. The associated MVEs have a relatively narrow range. Generally, the portfolio MVEs and BE/MEs are negatively related.
The returns of the BE/ME-sorted portfolios generally increase with the BE/ME ratio; the highest BE/ME ratio portfolios have the highest returns, for every country. For all but the U.K., the returns to the largest BE/ME portfolios are much larger than the returns to any of the preceding ones. Furthermore, for all but Germany, the lowest BE/ME ratio portfolios have the lowest average returns. Returns are strictly monotonic only for Japan.
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For the MVE-sorted portfolios, MVE has a very wide but dissimilar range across countries. The ratio of largest-to-smallest MVE varies from a high of 478 for the U.S. to a low of 45 for Japan. 16 Furthermore, the smallest MVE portfolio is in the US; Japan and Germany have much larger MVEs both for the smallest and the largest portfolios. For all the countries, the smallest MVE portfolios have the highest returns. Again, this relation is strictly monotonic only for Japan. Table II reports rank correlation coefficients of the portfolios ranked by BE/ME or MVE with their average returns. These confirm the strong relation between average returns and the BE/ME or MVE rankings, apparent in Table I . At the same time, it is clear that the BE/ME correlations are higher (except for Germany) than the MVE correlations. This conclusion is consistent with results in the literature for the U.S. (see Fama and French, 1992) .
It is well known that for the U.S. data, traditional measures of systematic risk do not explain the relation of returns to the BE/ME-and MVE-sorted portfolios. In Table I we also show the relation between average returns and (i) their beta with 15 also find a strong relation for Japan. 16 The next largest ratios are for Canada and the U.K., at approximately 130. These values are in US$s. respect to the World Market portfolio, and (ii) the Sharpe ratios of excess returns.
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The table shows a lack of a clear relation between market betas and average returns across the ranked portfolios. The relation is either flat or has the wrong sign. There is no country for which the highest BE/ME (or lowest MVE) portfolio also has the highest beta! Furthermore, the relation between the ranked portfolios and the Sharpe ratios look remarkably like those for average returns. The largest BE/ME and the smallest MVE portfolios have the highest Sharpe ratios. These findings imply that the relation of returns to the BE/ME and MVE rankings is not explained well by standard risk adjustments. The above descriptive statistics broadly confirm that the empirical regularities observed in the U.S. also exist in the other six countries.
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The next section shows the results of CAPM-based regression tests that explore the statistical significance of the relations discussed above. For each country, we estimate Jensen's alphas (excess returns) for each portfolio by regressing adjusted portfolio returns on world and local market indices. Then we examine the excess return estimates for apparent regularities. We also replicate recent results reported by Fama and French (1998) using an international HML portfolio.
CAPM-BASED REGRESSION TESTS
We estimate the following SUR regression model for the two sets of 7 portfolios from one-way sorts (by BE/ME and MVE) and the 9 portfolios from the two-way sorts (by MVE and then by BE/ME), for each country separately:
The variables R x i,t , R x m,t , and R x w,t are, respectively, local currency returns for the sorted portfolios, the MSCI national market returns, and the World market returns, all adjusted by the local risk-free rate. 19 The sum, α 0 + α i , is Jensen's alpha (or excess return or zero-beta return) for each portfolio.
Table III Panel A shows the rank correlation coefficients between the Jensen's alphas for each set of portfolios and their ranking by BE/ME and MVE. High correlations imply that the BE/ME or the MVE effect exists. The table also reports 19 The world market portfolio is the MSCI World Index. MSCI index returns are translated into local currency returns using the month-end exchange rate. To calculate excess returns we subtract from the returns the following short term interest rates for each country: AUS -average rate on money market; CAN -1 month T-Bill rate; FRA -call money rate; DEU -call money rate; GBR -1 month T-Bill rate; JPN -call money rate; USA -1 month T-Bill rate. All returns are annualized. Panel B shows estimates of Jensen's alphas when the pricing model includes only the market portfolio and when it also includes the BE/ME HML portfolio. The 7 portfolios are constructed by converting the corresponding country portfolios into U.S.$ returns and weighting them equally. P -values for the hypothesis that the coefficient is not different from zero are in parentheses.
p-values for Wald tests that the zero-beta returns are equal across the portfolios (detailed results are available from the authors on request). Panel A clearly demonstrates that there are strong positive correlations between zero-beta returns and BE/ME in all the countries. All the rank correlations are high, and the Wald tests are highly significant, except for Germany. The results for the MVE-sorted portfolios are considerably weaker. The hypothesis that the zero-beta returns are the same across portfolios is rejected only for Canada and the U.S. However, the rank correlations are not much lower for the MVE-sorted than the BE/ME-sorted portfolios. For two-way sorts (not shown) tests for the significance of zero-beta returns confirm those of the one-way sorts. Only Australia and Germany do not reject the equality of zero-beta returns at the 5% level. These tests quantify and formalize the conclusions from the descriptive statistics. The BE/ME "effect" is found in all the countries in our sample in unconditional or CAPM-based tests, while evidence on the MVE effect is weaker. These tests do not assume international capital market integration.
TESTS WITH THE hml PORTFOLIO
A somewhat different test has been reported in Fama and French (1998) . They construct an international HML portfolio as a factor that represents the BE/ME effect. They assume that international capital markets are integrated, and they regress international portfolios -sorted on BE/ME-on the market and the HML portfolio; all the returns are in US dollars. They find that the Jensen's alphas are no longer significantly different from zero, and they do not increase as BE/ME increases.
In Table III Panel B we report similar results for our data. The table reports the Jensen's alphas (α i ) estimated from regressions (1b) and (1c), below:
where R
$x
H ML,t is the Hi minus Lo portfolio returns, and all other variables are as defined for Equation (1a), except that returns are in US dollars. The results clearly show that the Jensen's alphas estimated from these world portfolios also increase as BE/ME increases and as MVE decreases. Furthermore, when the HML portfolio is added to the regressions, Jensen's alphas are no longer significant and they have no clear pattern.
As we have discussed already, all the above tests use the CAPM as the benchmark model. It is entirely possible that a more general pricing model would account for the apparent pricing anomalies. Indeed, since the HML portfolio is constructed from linear combinations of returns, it is reasonable to suspect that such a model could be found.
Furthermore, all these tests share a common difficulty: The LHS portfolios are a significant portion of the market, which is on the RHS; thus the LHS and RHS portfolio returns are determined simultaneously. But since classical regression assumptions require at least that the RHS variables are predetermined, it is not clear to what extent one can rely on the coefficient estimates and the associated test statistics.
Spanning Tests
In this section we discuss and implement a set of spanning tests based on the Hansen-Jagannathan -HJ (1991) -Stochastic Discount Factor (SDF) methodology. The type of test that we use was first proposed by De Santis (1994, 1995) , and it relies on the idea that one can construct a pricing function (or a stochastic discount factor, SDF) from the returns of portfolios that are traded (or could be traded) in the asset markets. These tests do not depend on the validity of any particular asset-pricing model; all linear combinations of the underlying asset returns are potential pricing models, and all existing linear models are special cases. A short technical description of the construction and properties of a SDF is in Appendix A. If there are a small number of risk factors in the economy, then a subset of portfolios will price themselves and the remaining assets. If such a subset of assets (reference assets) price or span all the assets (reference plus test assets), then the reference assets contain all the necessary pricing information.
21 This is generally referred to as the unconditional spanning hypothesis (see Huberman and Kandel, 1987) ; it is labeled "unconditional" because only contemporaneous portfolio returns enter the SDF.
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If spanning is not rejected, then no other information or variable is required to fit average returns. If it is rejected, then one may augment the SDF with additional "conditioning" variables, or managed portfolios, to see if spanning can be achieved. The statistic generally used for such tests is the Hansen J -statistic, a goodness of fit measure.
The test evaluates the distance between two bounds in returns-variance space; one bound is constructed from SDFs that include the reference plus the test assets and the other from SDFs that include only the reference assets.
23 If the two bounds are sufficiently close to each other we conclude that the reference assets span or price the test assets.
In Section 4.1 we report on these unconditional spanning tests for 7 portfolios sorted by MVE, 7 portfolios sorted by BE/ME, and 9 portfolios obtained from twoway sorts (by MVE and then by BE/ME), for each country. We designate 5 out of 7 (or 7 out of 9) portfolios as reference assets and the remaining 2 as test assets. We show that these unconditional SDFs generally do not span the assets. More specifically, when portfolios with extreme values of BE/ME or MVE are excluded from the SDFs, spanning is overwhelmingly rejected. But even with the extreme portfolios in the SDFs, spanning is rejected much more frequently than would be expected at random. This raises doubts about the advisability of using the HML portfolio as a cure-all factor.
In the first part of Section 4.2 we test the statistical significance BE/ME and MVE, one at a time, by including their lagged values in the SDFs. They are uniformly significant across all countries. We conclude that the BE/ME and MVE "effects" exists in all the countries in our sample, even in the context of our very general pricing model. We also test if "conditional" SDFs, augmented with the 21 For example, in the CAPM framework, any two risky frontier portfolios span all the other risky assets.
22 DeRoon and Nijman (2001) provide a useful survey mean variance spanning tests. 23 The bounds are described by an SDF as the risk-free rate varies. Because the bounds are quadratic, only 2 points on each frontier need to be evaluated to assess if the bounds coincide or not. The so-called "intersection" hypothesis relies on only one point on the frontier, and examines possible intersections of the bounds. lagged values of BE/ME or MVE span better than the unconditional SDFs. 24 We find that there is no improvement in spanning performance.
We continue the investigation in Section 4.3 by testing if BE/ME simply proxies for other macro or financial variables. We examine the marginal improvement of adding each of 15 macro and financial variables to the SDF, one at a time, along with BE/ME. The tests of these additional conditioning variables proceed in the same manner as before. None of these additional variables substitutes for BE/ME but many of them are significant along with BE/ME. However, surprisingly, SDFs augmented by BE/ME and these new variables, one at a time, produce only minor improvement in spanning performance.
We use the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM, Hansen, 1982) because it is particularly well suited for our spanning tests. It does not require strong distributional assumptions and it makes it easy to impose orthogonality conditions and overidentifying restrictions. 25 Furthermore it accommodates the endogeneity of the reference assets because it is not necessary to assume orthogonality between the asset returns on the LHS and the test assets on the RHS. The properties of GMM as it applies to our tests are outlined in Appendix B.
UNCONDITIONAL SPANNING
Consider constructing an SDF, SDF (ref) , only from the reference assets. The unconditional spanning test consists of testing if the reference portfolios span all the portfolios. The null hypothesis is that the reference portfolios should price or span all the portfolios adequately.
Test Specification
We estimate SDFs that maximize the fit across all 7 (9) portfolios while restricting the weights of the test portfolios in the SDF to be zero. For the BE/ME-and MVEsorted portfolios, we designate 5 of the 7 portfolios as reference assets and the remaining 2 as test assets. For the two-way sorted portfolios we designate 7 as reference and 2 as test assets. We report results for different combinations of test assets. 24 Such SDFs are formally equivalent to SDFs constructed only from portfolio returns but with nonlinear coefficients, where the nonlinearity is modeled with the conditioning variables. Empirical evidence shows that time-varying betas and risk premia fit U.S. equity market returns significantly better (Campbell, 1987; Harvey, 1989 Harvey, , 1991 Shanken, 1990) . Ferson and Harvey (1993) find the lagged MSCI world index to be the most important predictor of international equity market returns. Jagannathan and Wang (1993) find that the importance of MVE is greatly reduced when they allow for time variation in market betas over the business cycle, in addition to their human capital variable. 25 This generality is very useful because the HJ bounds assume little more than finite first and second moments for asset returns.
Let p assets be the reference assets; the q = n − p remaining assets are the test assets. The system that defines the SDF -m c j ,t for the n assets is,
where r t = R t − E(R t ), and m c,j,t is the SDF as a function of a pre-specified riskfree rate, c j . Unconditional spanning implies that the average pricing error is zero for all asset returns, within the limits of statistical tolerance. The Hansen J -Statistic (Hansen, 1982; Hansen and Singleton, 1982 ) is used to evaluate the overidentifying conditions implied by spanning. It is distributed χ 2 with degrees of freedom equal to the number of overidentifying conditions. Table IV displays the results of these spanning tests for three pairs of test assets for BE/ME, MVE, and the 2-way sorted portfolios, by country. We report results for the extreme pairs of test assets (1&7 for the BE/ME and MVE sorting, and 3&7 for the 2-way sorting), for the middle pairs of test assets (3&5 for the BE/ME and MVE sorting, and 2&6 for the 2-way sorting), and for one set of in-between pairs (2&6 for the BE/ME and MVE sorting, and 1&9 for the 2-way sorting). 27 The extreme pair of portfolios rank the smallest and largest in terms of BE/ME or MVE, the middle pair of portfolios rank in the middle, while the in-between portfolios are neither in the extremes nor in the middle. 28 Entries are shaded if they statistically reject spanning at the 5% level; we report p-values for the tests.
Overall, the spanning hypothesis is rejected in 27 out of 63 cases. However, there are significant differences in rejection rates across the test assets. We define a "case" as 1 portfolio ranking and 1 country. When the extreme pairs are the test assets (1&7/3&7), and thus excluded from the SDF, spanning fails in 14 out of 21 cases (67%). Spanning fails in every country for at least one portfolio ranking. 26 There are 2n orthogonality conditions, 2p parameters to estimate, and 2q overidentifying conditions. 27 Our numbering convention for the portfolios is shown below.
28 There are many possible "in-between" portfolio pairs. The "middle" portfolio (no. 4 for one-way sorts and no. 5 for two-way sorts) is never used as a test asset. R t is a n dimensional vector of date t returns on n assets; r t = R t − E(R t ) is the vector of demeaned returns. The first p of the n assets are the reference assets and the remaining q = n − p are the test assets. The returns are R t = (R p,t , R q,t ) . The SDF is m c and c j is the predetermined risk-free rate. We use two risk-free rates for the tests. If the n assets are spanned by the reference assets, then the volatility bound constructed from the reference assets remains unchanged when the test assets are added. The time-invariant volatility bound is formed by constructing two discount factors that have expected values c 1 and c 2 . The system that defines the volatility bound for n assets is: The hypothesis that p reference assets are sufficient to span n assets implies that β q,1 = β q,2 = 0; the q test assets are not needed for pricing. Unconditional spanning implies the null hypothesis that E(ε t ) = 0, i.e., returns are on average correctly priced. Iterated GMM is used to estimate the discount factor parameters β p,1 , and β p,2 , and the Hansen J -statistic is used to evaluate the overidentifying conditions implied by spanning. This test statistic is distributed χ 2 with degrees of freedom equal to the number of overidentifying conditions. There are 2n conditions and 2p parameters, which leaves 2q overidentifying conditions.
Seven BE/ME-and MVE-sorted portfolios from each country, and 9 portfolios from 2-way rankings (by MVE and then by BE/ME) are used for the spanning tests. The construction of BE/ME, MVE, and the portfolios is described in the Data section. Three tests are reported for each set of sorted portfolios for each country, each for a different pair of test assets.
The table shows the right hand tail probabilities for the unconditional spanning tests. Tests are based on GMM criteria at convergence or the tenth iteration, whichever was first. The GMM estimates are robust to first-order autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. The sample period is 11/83 -10/94 (T = 132) in the USA and CAN, and 11/86 -10/94 (T = 96) in AUS, DEU, FRA, GBR, and JPN. Shaded entries are significant at the 5% level.
But when the middle pairs are excluded spanning fails in only 5 out of 21 cases (24%).
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This result shows that SDFs that include the extreme portfolios span much more successfully than those that exclude them! This is clear evidence that the BE/ME and the MVE effects exist even under this very general asset pricing model. Including the extreme portfolios is the equivalent of including the HML portfolio as a pricing "factor" in the context of the CAPM. But unlike the Fama-French results, we find that spanning even when the extreme portfolios are included is far from satisfactory. In 5 of the 7 countries spanning fails in this case (CAN, DEU, GBR, JPN, USA) in at least one of the rankings.
The standard approach for improving the ability of the SDF to span the assets is to augment it with objects of the form θ p Z t −1 r p , where Z t −1 is a lagged conditioning variable or "instrument" (for example BE/ME), and θ p is an additional coefficient. These objects are referred to as "managed portfolios" in some applications. The risk premium of each asset now becomes time varying, cov(R i , m t ) = p (β p + θ p Z t −1 )cov (R i,t , r p,t ). In our application, the conditioning variable Z t (BE/ME or MVE) is specific to the portfolios, as we discuss below. Therefore, this formulation of the SDF allows both for the conditional risk premium to depend on the instantaneous value of the instrument and for the average risk premium to depend on its average level.
In the next two subsections we investigate if augmenting the SDF by adding BE/ME, MVE, and other macro and financial variables in conjunction with BE/ME improves its pricing and spanning performance.
CONDITIONAL SPANNING WITH be/me AND mve
In this section we perform two sets of tests: (i) The first test examines the statistical contribution of BE/ME and MVE to the time-series "fit" of the SDFs when they are conditioned by BE/ME and MVE as instruments; all the assets are included in the SDF. (ii) The second test investigates how well these conditional SDFs span or price. This is our conditional spanning test.
Test Specifications
Let Z s refer to the type of conditioning variable (s = BE/ME or MVE); a second subscript in Z s,i indicates that the ith Z s is specific to the ith portfolio. The conditioning information introduces new variables of the form Z t −1 R it to the SDF. We require the pricing errors of each portfolio to be orthogonal only to the own lagged BE/ME or MVE. Thus these new variables are the products of the portfolio specific Z s,i,t−1 (alternately BE/ME and MVE) with the corresponding portfolio returns. 30 The set of the new variables can be represented by the Hadamard product, R t ⊕ Z s,t−1 , rather than the Kroenecker product, R t ⊗ Z s,t−1 ; the latter would imply that the pricing errors for each portfolio are required to be orthogonal to the BE/ME or MVE of all the portfolios.
The n-dimensional vectors R t and Z s,i,t−1 are, respectively, returns on n assets and n portfolio-specific lagged conditioning variables. The system that defines the volatility bound for the n assets is,
where ε p,t and Z p,s refer to the elements of ε t and Z s,i,t−1 that correspond to the reference assets. The conditional SDF is,
where s = BE/ME, MVE, r t = R t − E(R t ), c j is the pre-specified risk free rate, m c,j,t is the SDF. Note that adding conditioning variables to the SDF is equivalent to modeling time variation in the coefficients of the SDF with the conditioning variables.
We test the importance of BE/ME or MVE for pricing by testing the null hypothesis that the coefficients θ i of the unconstrained SDFs -p = 7(9), q = 0 -are not statistically significant (θ i = 0). The test statistic is the Wald test; the statistic is χ 2 -distributed where the degrees of freedom are the number of restrictions.
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The null hypothesis of conditional spanning implies that the average pricing error with the restricted SDF is zero for all the assets; this is exactly analogous to the unconditional spanning test in equations (2a-b). The test statistic is the Hansen J -statistic, which is χ 2 -distributed. 32 30 In the standard specification every asset return is required to be orthogonal to all the conditioning variables. In our application this approach would result in 7 or 9 orthogonality conditions for each portfolio, which would produce highly unreliable results. Our specification requires only one orthogonality condition for each portfolio. 31 Conditioning on w Z t −1 variables adds 2nw orthogonality conditions for a total of 2n(w + 1) conditions. 2n parameters are estimated, which leaves 2nw overidentifying conditions. Since w = 1, for SDFs conditioned on either BE/ME or MVE there are 2n overidentifying conditions. 32 Since spanning implies that average pricing errors are zero, only the average pricing errors of the test assets are tested against zero. Therefore, the degrees of freedom are the same as in the unconditional spanning case; they are equal to 2q, which is always four.
Results
In Table V , Panel A we report p-values for Wald tests of the null hypothesis, that the SDF coefficients for BE/ME and MVE (θ i,j = 0∀i, j ) are insignificant. Entries significant at the 5% level are shaded. BE/ME is not significant in only 1 case out of 21 (Germany -DEU -MVE-sort) and MVE is not significant in 3 cases out of 21. Clearly, both of these variables significantly improve the overall "fit" of the SDFs, separately. This finding implies that the pricing errors of the unconditional SDF are not orthogonal to BE/ME and MVE. Alternatively, the hypothesis that the SDF coefficients are not time-varying is rejected. We conclude that modeling nonlinearities in the SDF coefficients with our two instruments significantly improves the SDF's time series fit. This finding is in accord with the literature that documents the importance of BE/ME and MVE in time series regressions.
However, the improved time series fit does not guarantee that the SDFs augmented by BE/ME or MVE will span significantly better. Table V , panel B reports the spanning performance of these nonlinear (or conditional) SDFs. It is evident that their spanning performance is not materially different from the linear (or unconditional) ones. Overall, when BE/ME is the instrument, spanning is rejected for 32 out of 63 cases, and once again there are major differences across test assets. When the extreme pairs are excluded from the SDF, spanning fails in 17 out of 21 cases (81%), at the 5% level. But when the middle pairs are excluded, spanning fails in only 6 out 21 cases (28%). The results when MVE is the instrument are very similar. The nonlinearity of the SDFs does not improve their spanning ability, even though it improves the time series fit. Just as in the unconditional case, when the extreme BE/ME and MVE portfolios are excluded from the SDF spanning is overwhelmingly rejected.
Our results to this point establish the following: (i) The BE/ME and MVE effects exist in all the countries we study, even when we use a very general pricing model. The evidence for this is that spanning overwhelmingly fails, when the extreme BE/ME and MVE portfolios are excluded from the SDFs and that SDFs conditioned by BE/ME and MVE "fit" the data significantly better. (ii) The conditional SDFs do not span better than the unconditional ones. Even unconditional and conditional SDFs that include the "extreme" portfolios do not span all the assets.
These findings leave open the possibility that our instruments (BE/ME and MVE) proxy for other economic or financial variables that may help span the assets.
ALTERNATIVE MACRO AND FINANCIAL VARIABLES FOR CONDITIONAL

SPANNING
In this section we broaden our investigation of the importance of BE/ME by testing 15 alternative variables in the SDF, along with BE/ME, to determine, if BE/ME simply proxies for some other variable, and, if adding any of these variables can Panel A reports right hand tail probabilities of the null hypothesis that θ i,j = 0 ∀ i, j , jointly, i.e., the coefficients associated with BE/ME or MVE, θ i s, are statistically significant. Let R t and Z s,t−1 be n-dimensional vectors, respectively, of date t returns on n assets and n portfolio specific conditioning variables, s = BE/ME or MVE, one at a time.
The system that defines the volatility bound for the n assets is,
where ε p,t and Z p,s refer to the elements of ε t t and Z s,t−1 that correspond to the reference assets and ⊕ represents the Hadamard product. The conditional SDF is,
where s = BE/ME, MVE, and r t = R t −E(R t ). To test the null hypothesis that (θ I = 0) in the augmented SDF we use the Wald test; the statistic is χ 2 -distributed where the degrees of freedom are the number of overidentifying restrictions (2n). The unconditional system is just-identified, so that in this case p = all the portfolios (7 or 9), and q = 0. Panel B reports right hand tail probabilities from Hansen J -tests of conditional spanning, using BE/ME and MVE as conditioning information. Different pairs of assets which are designated test assets q and the remainder are designated reference assets p; n = q + p. SDFs formed based only the reference assets (and the conditioning information) are asked to span (price) the test assets, within statistical tolerance. The SDF is given by equations (3a) and (3b). The null hypothesis of conditional spanning implies that the average pricing errors of the restricted SDF are zero for all the assets; this is exactly analogous to the unconditional spanning test in Equations (2a-b). We use the Hansen J -statistic, which is χ 2 -distributed and where the degrees of freedom are identical to those in the unconditional spanning case, and they are equal to 2q. Seven BE/ME-and MVE-sorted portfolios from each country, and 9 portfolios from 2-way sorts (by MVE and then by BE/ME) are used for the spanning tests. The construction of BE/ME, MVE, and the portfolios is described in the Data section. Three tests are reported for each set of sorts for each country, each for a different pair of test assets. The GMM estimates are robust to first-order autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. The sample period is 11/83 -10/94 (T = 132) in the USA and CAN, and 11/86 -10/94 (T = 96) in AUS, DEU, FRA, GBR, and JPN. Shaded entries are significant at the 5% level.
improve spanning performance. We choose to focus only on BE/ME both because BE/ME performs somewhat better than MVE, and because the range of MVE for some of the countries is quite narrow.
We use the 1st lags of the following 15 macro and financial variables as additional instruments in the SDF: 33 r g MSCI Global market return (in local currency units),
Gpgold
Gold price growth rate, in local currency units, i euro The Eurodollar rate converted to the local currency, TB1M
The 1-month U.S. T-Bill rate, in local currency, TPRE The U.S. "term" premium, TB30Y − TB3M, in local currency, JPRE The U.S. "junk bond" premium, BAA − AAA rates, in local currency, WDIVPRE The global dividend-to-price ratio, WGINDP Growth rate of the global industrial production index,
WINFL
The global inflation index,
LSTB
The local short term interest rate, LTPRE
The local "term" premium, long-term rate -LSTB, LDIVPRE The local dividend-to-price ratio, LGINDP Growth rate of the local industrial production,
GLM2
Growth rate of the local money supply, M2, LINFL
The local inflation index, CPI.
Test Specification
As before, R t and Z s,i,t−1 are n-dimensional vectors, respectively, of returns on n assets and n portfolio specific BE/MEs. Let V k,t−1 be the kth instrument (of 15 listed above) to be considered. We require the pricing errors of each portfolio to be orthogonal to its own BE/ME and to V k . The system that defines the volatility bound for the n assets in this case is,
where, s, r t , c j , and m c,j,t , are as defined for equations (3a, b),
, and E(η p,t ⊗ V k ) = 0, where Z p,t and Z p,s refer to the elements of η t and Z s,i,t−1 that correspond to the reference assets. The corresponding conditional SDF is,
33 This list contains most of the important variables that have been used by various studies to build empirical asset pricing models. In almost all cases there are counterparts to the U.S. and or the global variables. For example, the counterpart of TB3M would be LSTB, etc. However, there are no available counterparts to the AAA and BAA rate in foreign countries. Therefore, only the US junk bond premium is used.
We perform three tests: (i) A test of the null hypothesis that none of these new variables is significant, i.e, λ i,j = 0, ∀ i, j . If for the kth V k the null hypothesis (λ i,j = 0 ∀ i, j ) is rejected in the presence of the BE/MEs we may conclude that the kth Vk enhances the time-series "fit" of the SDF. In this case p = 7(9), q = 0. (ii) A test of the null hypothesis that BE/ME proxies for one of the new variables, i.e., θ i,j = 0, ∀ i, j . This is a test of the robustness of BE/ME. If the null hypothesis (θ i,j = 0 ∀ i, j ) is rejected in the presence of the kth V k , we may conclude that the kth V k does not replace or supercede BE/ME as an instrument, and that BE/ME is robust with respect to the kth V k in the SDF. The test statistic is the Wald test, where each set of coefficients (λ i,j and θ i,j ) are tested jointly against the null hypothesis that they are zero. Here again, p = 7(9), q = 0. (iii) A conditional spanning test of the reference-asset SDFs conditioned by BE/ME and the new variables, one of at a time. This test is of the same form as in section 4.2a above, except that the time-variation of the SDF coefficients is modeled with two variables. The statistic is χ 2 -distributed where the degrees of freedom are the number of overidentifying restrictions. 34 Conditional spanning implies that average returns for all the assets are correctly priced with this restricted SDF. In this case p = 5(7), q = 2. The test statistic is the J -Statistic, which is χ 2 -distributed.
Results
First we explore whether any of the 15 instruments add significantly to the timeseries pricing accuracy of the SDFs when tested one at a time in the presence of BE/ME. We do not tabulate the results here because of space considerations; detailed results are available from the authors. For each country, at least 10 of the instruments are significant for each portfolio ranking. On average, 12 of the variables are significant for some portfolio rankings, and in some cases all 15 are significant. We define one "try" as 1 portfolio ranking and 1 instrument. There are 3 portfolio rankings, 3 sets of test assets, and 15 instruments, for a total of 135 tries for each country. The minimum proportion of significant tries (the instrument is significant at the 5% level) is 73% for Canada, France and Great Britain, and the maximum is 91% for the US. No instrument is significant for all countries and all portfolio rankings, at the 5% level. The local short term interest rate, the growth rate of local Industrial Production, and local Inflation (LSTB, GLINDP, LINFL), are significant in at least 90% of the 21 tries (1 instrument, 7 countries, 3 portfolio rankings each). The least successful instrument is the global Industrial Production index, WGINDP, significant in only 57% of the tries.
Clearly these instruments, as a group, significantly improve the time series "fit" of the SDFs, for all the countries. Thus, they are legitimate candidates to consider as alternatives to BE/ME.
Next we investigate the robustness of BE/ME in the presence of these alternative instruments, i.e., whether some of these instruments displace it in the SDF. When the 15 instruments are added to the SDFs one at a time, BE/ME is not significant only 11% of time, at the 5% significance level. Almost half of the insignificant BE/ME coefficients come from the DEU (Germany) MVE-sorted portfolios.
35 But this is also the only instance in which BE/ME is not significant, even by itself. The BE/ME ratio is not replaced in the SDFs by these alternative instruments. Their contributions to pricing are independent and complementary to that of BE/ME.
Finally, we investigate the conditional spanning hypothesis, whether augmenting the SDFs by BE/ME and by these 15 instruments one at a time, improves spanning performance. It is not feasible to present all 945 test results. Overall, the SDFs again rarely span when the extreme portfolios are the test assets. Spanning is much more common when the extreme pair of portfolios are included in the reference assets and the middle pair of portfolios are the test assets. 36 In Table VI we summarize the performance of the "best" instruments along with their marginal contribution to spanning, over BE/ME alone.
To get a better understanding of the spanning behavior of the SDFs in the presence of these instruments, we report two best-scenario cases. The left-hand columns report the spanning performance of WDIVPRE, the best-performing instrument across all the countries. The right-hand columns report the spanning performance of the best instrument for each country; best means that it spans most frequently across the various tries in that country. To make clear the additional contribution of these instruments we use the following notation in the table. We use " * * * " where spanning fails both with BE/ME and with BE/ME plus the instrument; we place "a.s." where spanning was achieved already with BE/ME (from Table V , Panel B) . Finally, the numbers in the table are p-values for the spanning hypothesis, and they appear only where spanning fails with BE/ME alone but it is achieved when the instrument is added to the SDF. The most striking result is that these instruments make at best a minor contribution to spanning. The best instruments do not help span the extreme portfolios. In 14 of 42 instances spanning fails for the middle and the in-between portfolios with BE/ME alone as an instrument; spanning is achieved in only 4 additional cases with WDIVPRE.
We conclude that: (i) Several macroeconomic variables improve the time series fit of the SDFs.
(ii) The macroeconomic variables we tried do not proxy for BE/ME, and therefore do not displace it as an explanatory variable. The columns on the left report the spanning performance of WDIVPRE together with BE/ME. WDIVPRE is the best-performing instrument across countries and for all the types of SDFs and portfolio sorts. The last 4 columns report the spanning performance of the "best" instrument for each country, when added to BE/ME. For these columns, when another instrument performs as well as WDIVPRE we report it rather than WDIVPRE. We choose the best performing instrument by counting the number of instances in which each instrument enables the associated SDF to span the test assets, only when the test assets are the in-between pair of portfolios (2&6/1&9) or the middle pair of portfolios (3&5/2&6). We do not count the spanning performance for the extreme pair (1&7/3&7) because spanning is rare in those cases.
To enhance exposition, we report p-values only for the cells where spanning fails with only BE/ME, but is achieved when the instrument is added to the SDF. Where spanning fails both with BE/ME and with BE/ME and the instrument, we report " * * * ". Where spanning was achieved already with BE/ME we report "a.s."
The spanning test is very similar to that in Table V and is specified as follows. Let R t and Z t−1 be ndimensional vectors, respectively, of date t returns on n assets and n portfolio specific BE/MEs. Let V k,t−1 be the kth of the 15 instruments to be considered. We require the pricing errors of each portfolio to be orthogonal to their own BE/ME and to V k . Let Z i = BE/ME i of the various portfolios, and r t = R t − E(R t ), ⊕ and ⊗ represent the Hadamard and Kroenecker products respectively, and ε p,t refers to the elements of η t that correspond only to the reference assets. The system that defines the volatility bound for the n assets is,
where η p,t and Z p,s refer to the elements of η t and Z s,t−1 that correspond to the reference assets. The corresponding conditional SDF is,
The null hypothesis of conditional spanning implies that the average pricing error with the restricted SDF is zero for all the assets; this is exactly analogous to the unconditional spanning test in equations (2a-b). The test statistic is the Hansen J -statistic, which is χ 2 -where the degrees of freedom is 2q, the number of test assets. In this case p = 5(7), q = 2. Seven BE/ME-and MVE-sorted portfolios from each country, and 9 portfolios from 2-way sortings (by MVE and then by BE/ME) are used for the spanning tests. The construction of BE/ME, MVE, and the portfolios is described in the Data section. Three tests are reported for each ranking for each country, each for a different set of test assets.
The GMM estimates are robust to first-order autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. The sample period is 11/83 -10/94 (T = 132) in the USA and CAN, and 11/86 -10/94 (T = 96) in AUS, DEU, FRA, GBR, and JPN.
(iii) These macroeconomic variables make a very marginal contribution to explaining the cross-sectional variation of average returns.
Conclusion
A lot of evidence suggests average returns are high when Book Equity to Market Equity ratio (BE/ME) is high and when Market Value (MVE) is low, internationally. However, most tests in the literature have two serious weaknesses: they are based on a specific asset-pricing model, usually the CAPM, and the estimates suffer from serious simultaneity biases when OLS methods are employed. We discuss and implement a set of spanning tests based on the HansenJagannathan Stochastic Discount Factor (SDF) approach, which only requires that the Law of One Price is satisfied. These tests suffer neither from the need to specify an asset pricing model nor from simultaneity biases. We perform unconditional tests as well as tests that condition on macroeconomic and financial variables.
Consistent with recent literature, we conclude that the BE/ME and MVE "effects" are international in character. They remain strong under our general model and against a variety of alternative macroeconomic and financial conditioning variables. These variables do not substitute for BE/ME but they do improve the time-series fit of the pricing model significantly. At the same time, none of these additional variables diminish the explanatory power of the lags of BE/ME and MVE in the SDFs.
Contrary to the findings in the literature, we cannot account completely for the cross-sectional return variation of the BE/ME-and MVE-sorted portfolios with any of the SDFs we construct, i.e., the assets are not universally spanned by our SDFs. Including portfolios with extreme values of BE/ME or MVE in the SDFs is equivalent to introducing the HML portfolio, without the simultaneity problems. Even though such SDFs span much more frequently than the others, they do not span fully and reliably. This continues to be true when we augment the SDFs with macroeconomic and financial variables.
The evidence presented here suggests that the BE/ME and MVE effects are not artifacts of the inadequacies of the augmented CAPM as an asset pricing model or of omitting potentially important conditioning information from macro and fin-ancial variables. Finally, our finding, that we cannot reliably find spanning SDFs suggests that the underlying "factors" that summarize the return-generating process are not present in all the sorted portfolios we have constructed, even though these portfolios are well diversified in other dimensions.
Appendix A. Stochastic Discount Factors
Hansen and Jagannathan (HJ, 1991) derive restrictions from the Law of One Price (LOP) that must apply to any stochastic discount factor (SDF) that can price a set of assets. The LOP articulates a minimal requirement for market efficiency, that assets with the same payoff structure sell for the same price. HJ show how to derive a lower bound on the volatility of SDFs that will price any specified set of assets. These SDFs capture all the information available from linear combinations of asset returns to price average returns exactly. 37 There is a single minimum-variance SDF that will price any set of assets for each possible riskless rate, r f . Unconditional and conditional versions of these SDFs can be used to construct "spanning" tests that do not depend on any specific asset pricing model or distributional assumptions. Below we discuss the construction and some important properties of SDFs.
The basic requirement of an asset pricing model is that prices correctly reflect expected discounted payoffs. Stated formally,
Here X t +1 and R t +1 are n×ω matrices of payoffs and returns of the n assets in each of ω possible states at date t + 1, P t is the n × 1 vector of the corresponding prices at date t, m t +1 is the ω × 1 vector of the SDF, and 1 n is the n × 1 unity vector. The Law of One Price (LOP), gives the weakest conditions on m; 38 it merely requires that m exist. 39 This requirement is met if the second moment matrix of payoffs E[RR ] is of full rank.
Under the assumption that the asset returns distributions are ergodic, one can treat every observation as a realization of a state ω. This makes it possible to use 37 The SDF is closely related to state prices; its existence does not depend on market completeness. 38 Various asset pricing models can be derived by placing alternative restrictions on the discount factor m. For example, the no-arbitrage restriction implies a positive discount factor, m > 0 (no negative prices on assets with non-negative payoffs). Expected utility models interpret m as the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution (IMRS), which requires m to be positive, and to be related to consumption through some utility function. HJ (1991) provide a method to guarantee m > 0. Stutzer (1993) also provides a functional form that guarantees m > 0 consistent with CRRA utility. 39 This requirement rules out profits from re-packaging assets, and it results in prices that are linear in their payoffs, because payoffs are independent of the initial investment. See Ingersoll (1987) and Ross (1976). time series data of returns to evaluate the expectations in (1b) and to calculate the SDF (Hansen and Richard, 1987) . To compute the SDF, m c , expand Equation (1b) to get,
where m is now a T × 1 random variable m c , and R is a n × T matrix of T observations on n assets. The expected SDF, E[m c ] = c = 1/r f , is the price of a riskless asset. 40 Expanding the covariance and substituting in (2) gives, 
where is the covariance matrix of gross returns. The SDF, m c , replicates exactly the sample averages of the included asset returns for any specific risk free rate, r f . The SDFs over all possible risk-free rates, r f , form the lower bound on the volatility of all possible discount factors.
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Appendix B. Illustration of the GMM Estimation Methodology
The parameters of the HJ model are estimated with Hansen's (1982) Generalized Method of Moments (GMM). The GMM objective is to find a set of parameters that obey a set of sample orthogonality conditions as closely as possible. The model we label unconditional spanning in equations (3a, b) with conditioning information is used here for illustration. First, form the vector of sample moments from the orthogonality conditions in Equation (10a 40 The definition of a risk free asset is that it has a unit payoff regardless of the state of the world. Substituting a unit payoff vector for the payoff matrix (X) into Equation (1a) The minimum variance property of this SDF, and its construction from the first two moments of returns data, gives a duality between the Hansen and Jagannathan bound and the Markowitz mean variance frontier. The duality between the volatility bound and the mean variance frontier can be easily illustrated by noticing that the portfolio that composes m c will have the maximal Sharpe Ratio (i.e., be tangent to the mean variance frontier with intercept equal to the risk free rate) of any candidate SDF (HJ, 1991; De Santis, 1993; Stutzer, 1995) . 42 The Kronecker product ⊗ (i.e., every element in matrix A times each element in matrix B) is usually used in the literature. We use the Hadamard product ⊕ (i.e., every element of a row k in matrix A with every element of column k of matrix B) because each of our instruments is portfolio specific.
where h T is a 2(n + w) vector of sample moments (i. = h T (b p,1 , b p,2 , g p,1 , g p,2 ) w T h T (b p,1 , b p,2 , g p,1 , g p,2 ), (B.2) where w T is a {2(n + w) × 2(n + w)} symmetric weighting matrix that is the inverse of a consistent estimate of the covariance matrix of orthogonality conditions. Hansen describes the form of w T that guarantees estimates to be consistent and asymptotically normal. Various choices of this weighting matrix make GMM estimates robust to autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity. 43 A consistent estimate of w T in the presence of heteroskedasticity is:
3)
The minimized value of the objective function * provides a test of the 2(q + w) 44 overidentifying restrictions imposed by spanning in Equations (6). Hansen's J Statistic, J = T * ∼ χ 2 2(q+w) , is distributed chi-square with degrees of freedom equal to the number of overidentifying conditions. The J -statistic tests how well the orthogonality conditions are met in the sample.
Numerically, GMM estimation proceeds in stages because the objective is a complicated function of the parameters. In the first step, a set of parameters are estimated (b p,1 , b p,2 , g p,1 , g p,2 ) given an identity matrix for w T . In each of the successive iterations, a new estimate of w T is computed from the parameters of the last iteration, and new parameters are estimated in turn. This process need only continue for two iterations (two-stage GMM), to obtain a consistent estimate for w T . However, additional iterations or iterating until a convergence criterion is met, (iterative GMM), may improve the accuracy of small sample estimates.
45
43 The form of w T without corrections is equivalent to 3SLS if there are overidentifying conditions, and GLS if there are no overidentifying conditions. Refer to Newey and West (1987) for optimal choices of w T in the presence of autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity that also ensure this matrix is positive definite. GMM estimates of this paper are made robust to heteroskedasticity and first order autocorrelation using a Bartlett spectral density kernel to maintain positive definiteness [reviewed by Andrews (1991) ]. 44 The number of restrictions tested is always 2 times the number of test assets (2q = 4). The portfolio-specific instrument w on the test assets is not tested for orthogonality with pricing errors because we seek only to test the average pricing error not the conditional average pricing error. 45 Successive approximation methods, like the one employed here, do not guarantee convergence to a fixed point. The results reported here are obtained using iterative GMM. Ferson and Foerster (1994) provide Monte Carlo evidence that iterative GMM is more reliable in small samples, especially when estimating larger systems. 46 They find two-stage GMM tends to reject overidentifying conditions (i.e., the model) too often, with this bias becoming more pronounced in larger systems. Iterated GMM, while more reliable, has a slight tendency to reject less frequently than it should. Surprisingly, the small sample J -statistic from a simple model with few instruments conforms well to its asymptotic distribution with as few as 60 time series observations (using either two-stage or iterative GMM). 47 
